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Cybersecurity: A Risk Management Resource Guide 
 

Data security is an essential part of business in today’s highly technical world. 
Training all employees, including medical providers, associates, and information 
technology (IT) technicians, is an integral defense strategy and may prevent your 
practice from falling victim to a data security breach.  
 

According to Experian’s Managing Insider Risk through Training and Culture 
Report, 66% of data protection and privacy training professionals surveyed 
labeled their employees the “weakest link” in safeguarding their organization 
from cyber threats. 
 
In CompTIA’s International Trends in Cybersecurity research, 52% of survey 
respondents felt cybersecurity issues were caused by human factors. In fact, 
most cybersecurity breaches are a direct result of users lured by nondescript 
links and payloads delivered via browsers and email, respectively. 

 
 
HOW TO AVOID BECOMING A VICTIM 
 
Here are some best practices to follow from leading industry experts:  
 

• Educate your employees. Security awareness training is more than just HIPAA 
training.  It is essential to teach employees to look for warning signs of 
security threats and how to avoid them (for instance, not downloading files 
from suspicious emails). If anything looks suspicious, have your IT department 
check it before clicking. Conduct mandatory annual privacy and security 
training. In-person training is recommended, as this ensures everybody is 
actively participating. Sometimes, online training can be ineffective as 
employees may run the training in the background while doing other work. 

o Employees must understand the importance of ensuring confidentiality 
of patient information. Employees should know not to share any 
patient-protected health information, commonly known as PHI and 
understand what those PHI identifiers include.  

o Retain evidence of all employee training and related emails for at least 
six years. If an Office of Civil Rights (OCR) audit or investigation were to 
occur, you might be asked to prove your practice is keeping up with 
workforce education. This recommendation is based on trends seen 
with the OCR.  
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• Ask your IT staff to configure web filtering to update frequently and block 
information being sent outside of the firewall to suspicious IP addresses. Also, 
have an IT security vendor conduct penetration (pen) testing. In pen testing, a 
hired outside IT security professional attempts to penetrate your systems.  

• Provide training so your employees are able to recognize phishing scams and 
spoofed emails. (With spoofed emails, a hacker creates an email account and 
an email address that looks like a legitimate email address but is changed 
slightly). 

o Phishing remains the most popular and easiest way to commit 
cybercrime. It uses emails or websites that tempt recipients to click a 
link, open a document, or forward information. When they do, cyber 
criminals can steal money and sensitive information. Over 90% of 
successful hacks and data breaches stem from phishing.  

o Use this free training quiz on detecting phishing scams; it is an effective 
way for your employees to check in and see any weaknesses first-hand: 
https://phishingquiz.withgoogle.com/ 

• Create policies and procedures on employee use of the Internet.  

• Enforce a strong password policy. The National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) recommends creating long passphrases.  

• Instruct your employees to report any unusual system issues (fans suddenly 
making excessive noise) or a system running exceptionally slow.  

• Keep all software and hardware up-to-date, including antivirus software, 
application software (especially web browsers), and operating systems. Out-
of-date systems do not protect against ever-evolving ransomware. End-of-life 
hardware are no longer supported, and vulnerabilities will not be patched.  

• Access to data and systems should be limited to those who need it to perform 
essential job duties.  

• Policy should define which applications employees can and cannot keep or 
install on work computers. Software restrictions could prevent unauthorized 
applications from running in the background.  

• Install up-to-date spam filters and firewalls; do not forget to scan all new 
devices, such as USB drives, prior to connecting to a company network. 
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• Implement strong backup solutions both onsite and offsite. Test regularly to 
see if data can easily be retrieved after backups occur. Make sure that 
backups are segregated from the main network so that if malware infects the 
main network, it does not also infect the backup. 

• Educate employees on the importance of being cautious when sending and 
receiving emails that contain PHI. Check all email addresses in the “To,” “cc,” 
and “bcc” lines before and after writing the email, but before pressing, “Send.”  
Auto-populate can insert an email address other than the one you are 
intending. 

• Install automatic timeouts for nonuse in critical systems. This safeguard can 
help to minimize exposure to unauthorized access.  

• Install protective guards for off-site access. Use a VPN and two-factor 
authentication for all off-site access to systems.  

• Remember HIPAA’s “minimum necessary” principle, which recommends only 
allowing access to as much PHI as is necessary for a particular employee to 
effectively do his or her job.  

 
 
IF YOU ARE ATTACKED 
 
If you suspect an attack on your practice, immediately call us to report a potential 
claim or incident. We will immediately forward your report to our Cyber and Breach 
team. They will assign expert counsel who will begin to make the necessary 
assessments and recommendations. Do not act until you receive recommendations 
from the expert team that is assigned to your case.  
Then, follow these recommendations: 
 

• DO NOT pay a ransom. Our team of experts and the FBI warn that paying a 
ransom can mark you as an easy target, so you would likely be attacked again.  

• DO disconnect the affected server from the network AND the Internet.  

• DO keep your employees off the network and prevent them from opening any 
files.  

• DO notify HHS and affected patients if a breach is confirmed. This is 
mandatory. 
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• DO make sure that if the breach affects more than 500 patients the HHS 
report is filed within 60 days of the breach being discovered. This is 
mandatory. OCR will conduct their own investigation, which may include 
enforcement of fines and penalties. Your expert counsel will guide you through 
this process.  

 
 
LESSONS LEARNED FROM A CYBER EVENT 
 
Cyber events, such as ransomware attacks, can happen to any practice. Make sure 
you and your practice are prepared to respond by using these best practices distilled 
from conversations with practices that have been there before. 
 
 
PRE-CRISIS STEPS 

• Review and assess insurance limits and consider additional cyber security 
coverage. 

• Carefully vet and select vendor partners based on their commitment to 
support and relationship building. 

• Develop and test offline practices.  

• Consider storing scheduling information in multiple places so your practice 
can contact incoming patients if one system is unavailable. 

• Develop a strong working relationship with your bank. 

• Have EHR templates available in print so documentation can continue if the 
EHR system is down.  

• Have a breach response policy that outlines how a breach or suspected breach 
will be handled. 

 

DURING-CRISIS STEPS   

• Choose members for an internal response team to engage face-to-face with 
employees, confidently answering questions and sharing information. Keeping 
staff calm and aware of events is essential.  

• Communicate with physician partners every day at a regular time to update 
them and to share information.  
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• If the email system is down, consider creating a group text thread to keep 
staff and teams updated.  

• If necessary, inform patients of a system outage and communicate that the 
physician may or may not have access to medical records during treatment. 
Allow patients the option of rescheduling their appointment. 

 
 
POST-CRISIS STEPS 

• Once all systems are up and running, EHR records must be updated from 
paper documentation. Recruit and reward staff for working overtime entering 
data. Physicians should review and sign off on EHR documentation; then it can 
be sent to billing staff for processing. 

• Conduct staff training and potentially drills on cyber-attacks, especially 
phishing. Staff should know what to do in event of an emergency. 

• Perform a gap analysis. Ensure that action items from this gap analysis are 
completed and then retest on a routine basis.  

• Consider maintaining a relationship with an outside IT company to assist with 
ongoing risk analysis.  
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This Cyber Checklist can be utilized during the first 24 hours following a 
cybersecurity breach. 
 

 
� Assess the severity of the reported issue at a high level   
� Notify Curi to activate cyber coverage 
� Use your written breach response policy to guide your response 
� Make sure the “quarterback” of the response team, per your policy, guides 

the team through the response 
� Virtually or personally communicate with: 

- your leadership team, and 
- physician partners,  

� Contact your response team per your policy, which should include: 
- information technology experts,  
- practice leadership, and  
- representatives for key areas of your practice 

� Create an initial immediate response plan specific to the incident based on 
your breach response policy 

� Virtually or personally communicate with staff and keep your staff off any 
networks 

� Consider contacting your bank re: an immediate line of credit (if needed as 
a result of possible delayed claims processing) 

� Contact external partners (system and support vendors), including: 
- a lawyer recommended by Curi,  
- an IT forensic consultant (ideally selected by a Curi attorney with 

experience in these matters), 
- a public relations consultant, if needed (ideally selected by a Curi 

attorney), 
- IT support vendors (i.e., EHR and network vendors) for recovery and 

rebooting, and 
- other service providers and referring physicians (particularly larger 

referral sources), including:  
§ radiology groups, 
§ lab vendors, and  
§ other partners that the practice works on a daily basis 
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WE HAVE YOUR BACK 
 
At Curi, our policy provides Cyber and HIPAA breach protection; we call it e-MD® 
Network Security and Privacy Coverage. This protection is designed to provide 
comprehensive protection to meet your needs. Coverage automatically begins with 
$50K per insured with additional higher limits available up to $10 million. Expenses 
can add up for security cases, and whether your practice is large or small, additional 
limits may be prudent. Talk with us to learn more, and if you need to report a 
potential claim, we are here for you. Call us at 800-662-7917 and ask for the Claims 
Department.  
 
To learn more, we also have CME webinars available to our members.  
 
NEW: Held for Ransom! First Steps to Mitigate Potential Server and Systems 
Takeover  
 
NEW: Cloud Providers: How to Ensure Cloud Security   
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